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PRIVATE CLIENT RESOURCES (PCR) ANNOUNCES 

PARTNERSHIP WITH GRMA TO REVOLUTIONIZE 

DATA AGGREGATION AND REPORTING FOR 

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT 

 
 

 

Solution will integrate PCR’s data aggregation capabilities with 

GRMA’s comprehensive and cost effective SaaS-driven data 

enrichment and outsourced reporting 

NEW YORK, NY – February 12, 2020. Private Client Resources, (PCR), the leading provider 

of total wealth data aggregation services to Ultra High Net Worth (UHNW) families, trust 

companies, private banks, and investment advisors, today announced a partnership with 

GRMA, the leading provider of SaaS-based and outsourced reporting to major asset 

management firms and endowments, foundations, pensions, family offices, fund 

administrators, and FinTech firms. This collaborative offering will combine PCR’s total wealth 

aggregation capabilities with GRMA’s unique SaaS-based technology and extensive 

experience producing comprehensive investment and risk management reporting for all 

types of liquid and illiquid investments.  Together, PCR and GRMA will provide data capture 

and outsourced reporting service for multi-asset class portfolios, providing a complete 

picture of portfolio exposures and investment risks (including market, credit and liquidity 

risk) and delivering full performance attribution and benchmarking for equities, fixed 

income, hedge funds, private equity, real estate, and real asset investments.  

 

Automating the consolidation of information from the complex holdings of UHNW investors 

has long been a challenge for institutions, family offices and their advisors.  With 50% of 

UHNW holdings often in hard-to-aggregate illiquid investments, the systems that account 

for and analyze portfolios often rely on manual, error-prone processes.  This partnership will 

ensure that clients have one-hundred percent confidence in their data and reports across all 

investment strategies and products.  

 

“We are excited to be partnering with GRMA to offer their clients a complete aggregation 

and normalization solution that delivers pure and actionable data from every asset class and 

instrument type directly into their management platform,” said Robert Miller, CEO of PCR. 

“We believe GRMA has a differentiated approach of delivering a holistic data-driven 

experience that helps managers and investors significantly improve visibility of their 

investments and risks within their portfolios.” 

“We are thrilled about working with PCR,” said Samuel Won, Founder and Managing Director 

of GRMA.  "Many firms and institutions today are struggling with aggregating disparate 
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investment data and producing comprehensive and meaningful reporting and analysis for 

their holdings, performance attribution and risk management for their entire investment 

portfolio of liquid and illiquid investments.   We are excited about closing this significant gap 

that exists in the marketplace by collaborating to roll out this compelling offering.”   

 

Bob Miller adds, “The vertically integrated ability of PCR and GRMA represents one of the 

more innovative solutions to facilitate data exchange between liquid asset and illiquid 

private market programs and investors.” 

 

About Private Client Resources (PCR) 

PCR is the leading Data Aggregation, Data Privacy and Data Management services provider 

to complex UHNW and institutional investor portfolios.  PCR specializes in difficult to 

aggregate asset classes and data sources important to UHNW as well as information from 

custody banks and brokers. We currently serve 140+ family offices, RIAs, private & trust 

banks and institutional investors. 

 

Our award-winning Wealth Information platform today aggregates statements and data 

feeds from over 15,000 private placement funds and fund administrators, encompassing 

$150B in commitments, as well as marketable securities accounts from over 400 electronic 

sources with a total of $450B.  PCR delivers fully reconciled and normalized data, via an 

extensible data warehouse, and a digital hub with a suite of tools, APIs, and pre-packaged 

third-party software integrations.    For more information, visit www.pcrinsights.com 

 

About GRMA  

GRMA is a leading FinTech and advisory firm that works with asset managers and asset owners 

that collectively manage more than $300 billion in assets.  GRMA provides enriched and 

curated data and reporting for investment holdings, risk management, and performance 

attribution/benchmarking as a complete and cost-effective SaaS and outsourced solution.  In 

addition, GRMA provides value-added expert advisory services to its clients.  GRMA's 

principals each have over 25 years of senior-level investment and risk management experience 

at major global financial institutions, asset management firms and in the government.   

For more information, visit www.grmainc.com 

 

Media Contacts: 

Brian Shapiro, PCR, (203) 917-0139, bshapiro@pcrinsights.com  

Carsten Jerrild, GRMA, (203) 258-8111, cjerrild@grmainc.com 
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